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Nordic Meeting in Stockholm
(Idrottens Hus, 24 mars 2017)
1

Opening (IJ)

2

Anything else to discuss during the meeting
National youth camps

3

Decisions from last Nordic meeting
Indoor climbing standards. Norway refreshes efforts to examine if there can be a
Nordic standard for Toprope- and lead-licenses indoors.
Nordic courses. Earlier meetings decided for Sweden to arrange a Nordic route
setting course, Denmark a judge course and Norway a bolt course. Sweden held the
route setting course earlier in March. Unfortunately the invitation never reached the
right people in Norway. Denmark had two participants. Decided that: respective
country decides if and when to hold the courses, and if not explicitly communicate
this to the Nordic council.
Nordic medals. One proposition from a Swedish club, no respons from Nordic
countries, one complaint about taking jobs from graphic designers by asking for free
material. Denmark is in charge of medals, and Siss makes a sketch. NM has a
budget.
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4

Report from the IFSC Plenary Assembly (RH)
The format of one combined medal for lead, speed and boulder will be tried out in the
youth olympic games in Buenos Aires 2018, and in 2020. There were also interesting
workshops in the meeting.

5

Shall we change the NM program like the OS program?
No. It is up to each federations board/competition committee to make these
decisions. The recommendation from the Nordic council is that if a country wants to
create a bigger event, they can ask the country scheduled to be host to take over.
Deadline for asking to take over a NM from another country is 1 oct the year before.

6

Shall we follow the rules we have decided on?(DK)
The decisions we make shall be clearly communicated and tasks reported back. If
you are responsible for a question and you cannot do what you said you would,
report back anyway.

7

Conflicts having serval rolls at the same competition (DK)
Standard should be set to last even for a growing sport.

8

Common norms for instructors (JW)
Do we want common Nordic standards for our instructors? Is it possible? Today the
standards are in the language of each respective country. This is a subject to discuss
further before decisions are made.

9

Common higher courses for coaches (JW)
This is a subject to discuss further before decisions are made.

10 Common course for alpinism (JW)
We can always invite members in other countries federations to participate.

11 The common NM pot for the competitions
What are your experience, shall we go on like we have started? For now Sweden is
responsible (bank). Decided to keep Sweden as bank. Bouldering junior gets 30%
boulder senior 30% and lead 40% of the amount put in by the federations, according
to earlier decision.

12 Schedule for the NM competitions 2018 – 2020

Year
2016
2017
2018
2019
2020

Boulder
Junior
Senior
(April)
Finland
Denmark
Sweden
Norway
Norway
Sweden
Finland
Denmark
Denmark
Finland

Lead
Junior/Senior
(Nov/dec)
Norway
Finland
Denmark
Sweden
Norway

Decided to continue according to this schedule, and fill proceeding years on next meeting.
Try to keep boulder in spring and lead in autumn, and announce the competitions well in
advance.
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13 Organizer of Nordic Youth Camp 2018 – 2022
Year
2016
2017
2018
2019
2020
2021
2022

Country
Finland
Iceland
Norway
Denmark
Sweden
Finland
Iceland

Decided to keep the same order and just roll it another round.

14 Other subjects
14.1 National Youth camp
This is a personal initiative from Nikki, and will continue to be so. Camps will be set up
in association with other national teamleaders, federations and gyms, but not on a
schedule.

14.2 Common Route setting standards
Björn reported that IFSC want Sweden to create a system for route setting courses where
the last step on national level is simulaniously the first step of the IFSC standard. Do we
want that step to equal a Nordic route setting course?

14.3 Communication within the Nordic council
There seem to be a communications problem. This came up regarding the elite camp, but
seems to go through every question. Please send a non-personal email address to
kansliet@klatterforbundet.se that we can use for invitations and information sharing,
and that works even if people change jobs.
Send also email adress to your federations person who is responsible for route setters, if
you want Björn to keep them updated on the IFSC route setting course work.

15 Next meeting
Denmark March 2019, separetly for boards and for offices.

16 End of meeting
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